WARNING

Read all instructions before assembling. KEEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE USE. Use only the pad provided by manufacture. DO NOT use the dressing table if it is damaged or broken.

Never leave your child unattended in this dressing table. To insure the safety of your child, the restraint system must be used. Check regularly to see that all bolts are tight. Clean by wiping with damp clean cloth. DO NOT use abrasives.

MADE IN CHINA
STEP 2
Connect top dowel (C) and front rail (D) and back rail (E) to right head board (B) by wood dowels (a) and bolts (e). DO NOT fully tighten the bolts.

STEP 3
1. Insert one piece of back panel (H) into groove between back rail (E) and back stabilizer bar (G).
2. Connect central back rail (J) to back rail (E) and back stabilizer bar (G) by wood dowels (b).
3. Supplement another back panel (H).
4. Insert platform (K) into groove between back rail (E) and front rail (D).

STEP 4
Connect top dowels (C), rails (D,E) and head board (A) by wood dowels (b) and bolts (a). THEN FULLY tighten all the bolts.